


Hello
Olga (Programme Manager) & Sari (Chief Design Officer)



Let’s make things better.
We work with you to deliver digital products 
that make a difference to people.



Why you need to have 
cross-disciplinary teams 

and how to deliver 
successfully in Agile



Cross functional team 
working in Agile



Agenda

● What and why?
● How?
● Advantages and disadvantages
● Tips
● Parting thoughts...



Hello!

Who’s our audience?
- Who’s heard of agile
- Who works with/in agile teams?



“What is agile?”
“What is lean?”

Agile is all about working together to produce great software
Lean is all about eliminating waste



“What is a Cross 
Functional Team?”



A multi-disciplinary 
group of people working 
together to deliver value

● Cross functional
● Multi discplined
● Co-located

 
Write down (5 mins):

- Why “yes” to have XFT 
- Why “no” to XFT 



What’s the goal?

Collective goal to acheive something - make your team motivated

Minimise waste:
Partially done work
Extra features
Re-learning
Task switching
Handoffs
Delays
Defects



Deliver value to users

Deliver value to users. FUNCTIONAL SOFTWARE in hands of users

Ask the audience for examples of different types of value to the user.



Getting Started

We’ll walk you through the how to set up XFT to successfully deliver a digital software 
solution. Wide range of clients like: F&M, Tesco, Financial Times. 
Lots of different example, things we’ve learned from all, no silver bullet. 
 
After we won the contract
We make it very explicit through sales process that we will work in agile, lean way 
using kanban methodology 



Upfront?



Time to understand 
users, business goals, 

product visions



Time to make a team 
ready to start



Lean branding

Activities

User research

Experience 
mapping

Benchmarking

Competitor 
analysis

Proto-persona

High level 
technical 

architecture

Technical 
research



Design sprint
with cross functional team

Look up Google - it is a framework
Good book: “Sprint” by Jake Knapp



Concept Lab
with cross functional team



Discovery Week 
with cross functional team



Innovation is not 
exclusive to designers

and vice versa



Shared goal & vision

Collective goal to achieve something - make your team motivated



Backlog

Worthwhile exercise even if backlog is provided - often project fails not because you 
didn’t delivery a good product, but because you delivered a product that wasn’t 
defined correctly to achieve the goal.



Smallest 
shippable 
features

ConsistentCan be worked on 
in parallel

○ Shippable
○ Can be in parallel 
○ User story should be smallest shippable features
○ Consistent

■ Example of epics and stories - Website (Sari)
● You can create UXD only story for epic - go straight to done. 

Stick with the same principle to make sure data is useful.

● Task to discuss how you’d split the page up?



Google.com

http://google.com
http://google.com


Disco

● External dependencies

● Example: Lloyd and not able to finish stories once started so we would do 
disco and then TO DO priorities 

● Some teams have “Discovery” column at the beginning to do any additional 
research required

● Acceptance criteria

● KPIs if possible



UXD

● Swim lane is not a person
● Sketching sessions - opportunity for everyone to innovate. Devs, stakeholders 

and UXD. Creating shared understanding of each user story.
● Pair as much as possible - UX and D, UX and dev, Design and dev - not only 

among devs
● Communicates with your peers frequently to ensure consistency
● Remember the goal is to deliver value to users as fast as possible as a team - 

not about producing your artifacts
● Perform light weight user testing where necessary - not to question every 

conventions. Lean UX as principles not as process.
● Common misconceptions: #of PSDs you produce = how good you are at your 

job :( 
● Don’t call it ‘sign off’ – endorsement works well. Check in often, but do not 

make it block the team.
● What you design do not need to consider EVERY situations but most likely 

ones. Make your decisions based on data.



Dev

● Code the feature

● Pair as much as possible



QA

Browser and device testing



Test
e.g. user testing, A/B test

● FT example
● Metrics
● User behaviour testing. Compare with KPI, metric driven development 
● User test against benchmarking / KPI and identify possible improvement
● Clean up code once winner is picked
● Lessons learned → to backlog to get prioritised



Done

Definition of Done



Swimlane represents 
activities not people

Form teams to deliver the value = product  to end users
Based on what the delivery is
For RB = WORKING software 



Delivering value to end 
user & business



create a great product, 
not a documentation or 

artifacts



Autonomous and 
empowered



Why not?

● Designers can’t sit together for creativity input, community spirit, frequent peer 
review

○ Depends on the priority - you can still catch up for input with frequent 
designer huddle, shared design wall etc

● Hard to maintain consistent visions over multiple products
○ Encourage better rules

● Rushed - can’t have enough time to investigate thoroughly
○ Encourage you to pinpoint what’s most important rather than doing 

everything you can think of which may or may not necessary
● Not enough work to do full time

○ Great! You can do more testing / in depth research
● Not enough time or priority given to do user testing

○ Keep championing the importance of customer feedback. Make sure it 
is part of the product vision. And pick your battle carefully to make sure 
the testing is as effective as possible when there is a chance. 

● Some activities are too long to do during development
○ Don’t try to do everything in agile. Some activities are better treated as 

spikes (time boxed deep dive) or in separate stream.
● Need to get it right in the first place, otherwise it never gets done

○ Try to get it right in the first place obviously - but you can’t predict 
everything. Much more productive to get the first cut out quickly giving 



○ yourself a time to get back with real data. In well oiled agile team and 
good product ownership, the cards DO go back in.

● Need to be a consultant
○ Yes. It is one of the requirement for successful XFT.

● Who is managing who? Who is signing off?
○ The team need to be properly empowered to make their own decisions. 

Good product ownership is the key. Get stakeholders involvement 
early and get ‘endorsed’.



Why yes?

● Get to know your products - influence all the way to production and react to 
unexpected - in micro detail

● Have a say in how to compromise
● Less documentation
● Lightweight user testing on the fly to test hypothesis
● Improve incrementally - testing with the real product
● Focus on what you need now. Not what you may or may not need. Less 

waste.
● Opportunity for developers to contribute to concepts and for designers to 

contribute to development that achieves the desired outcome
● Shared understanding that allows all team members to intelligently decide 

what they should do
● Dev can validate assumptions without delay
● You can inject new ideas - if you’re not there, devs will reuse what’s done 

before, even if it is not entirely appropriate
● No need to estimate - it is more accurate to be based on past data and save 

time
● One less stakeholder for the team
● Avoid MVP to become functionality centred - it is easy for business and 

development to focus on functionality. If there is UXD in the team, they can 
represent users and brand to make more of Minimum Desirable Product.



Tips



Good product ownership

● WHY: 
○ product owner reps business and business goals. 
○ Single decision maker for delivery team. 
○ Stakeholder management
○ #priorities 

● HOW:
○ Dedicated Full time 
○ Part of XFT
○ One team one dream
○ Co-located
○ Shared goals: product in hands of users
○ Pragmatic

● Ask audience for good/bad traits of PO and any success or war stories



Minimum Desirable 
Product

When people think of “MVP” often they focus too much on functionality and think UX 
as “nice to have”.
These days, users expect certain level of experience. If they do not understand how it 
works, they will leave. 
UX should be a part of MVP - could be a minimum UX - and calling it Minimum 
Desirable Product could help lodge the idea into people’s mind.



Based on data, not 
finger in the air

Little’s Law - calculate team’s throughput to derive velocity.



Parting thought

● XFT are the core drivers of the value
● co-located
● Optimise the whole 
● If you work with design agency, ask them to work with you. Or have earlier 

contact so that you don’t receive ‘final products’ out of blue
● The only deliverable is the product - not what individuals actually physically 

produce. You spend time talking to people, sketching, pairing with others 
rather than interim document. Need to change the mindset of what 
“productivity” means

● Do not try to do everything inside the XFT team - some activities might be 
better to have spike time dedicated

● Have product visions and make sure everyone understands it - you can all 
represent different aspect e.g. UX represents customers, visual design 
represents brand, PO represents business etc.

● Be pragmatic - your aim is to deliver fantastic product that fulfils customer 
needs

● Remember the goal: working software in the hands of the users. 
● XFT starts at the top: Represent Creative properly in organisations (Story of 

CDO and CXO at RB)



Thanks

Olga & Sari


